Meters
The meters in the following pages are similar to the ones located in the town. They
may not look exactly the same; however, the objective of each is the same. Each
meter is explained in the basics. Please call 937-6200 or 937-6220 for more
information on your meter.

Sensus Meter

This is the “leak
detector”. If the dial is
spinning it means you
are running water or
have a leak.

The two numbers in black
are not used in your meter
read; however, when water
is used they will eventually
rotate and once they reach
a certain point the white
numbers will start to rotate.

This dial will rotate
when water passes
through your lines.
One full rotation = 1
Cubic Foot of water.

The four numbers
in white are what
both guns read
and is considered
your meter read.

R900 Meter

You will need to shine a
light on this in order for
your read to appear.

This is your meter read. This
screen will flash from your
meter read to something that
says rate. The rate should be
all zeros, if it is not you are
either currently running water
or you have a leak.

Touchpad (Older Version)

This is the “leak detector”. If
the dial is spinning it means
you are running water or have
a leak.

These four white
numbers are
your meter read.

The red spinner will move as
well. When it makes a full
rotation, it will turn the black
number one decimal point.

The two black numbers are
the decimal points. When the
black numbers make a full
rotation it rotates a white
number and so on.

Touchpad Meter
The five white numbers are your
read on this meter. The one black
number is the decimal point.
When the black number makes a
full rotation it rotates a white
number and so on.

If the red dial is moving,
that means you have a
water leak.

This number is
your meter size.
The red spinner will move as
well. When it makes a full
rotation, it will turn the black
number one decimal point.

